From a systematic analysis of the energy-dependence of four antibaryon-to-baryon ratios relative to the antikaon-to-kaon ratio, we propose an alternative approach determining the strange-quark chemical potential (µ s ). It is found that µ s generically genuinely equals one-fifth the baryon chemical potential (µ b ). An additional quantity depending on µ b and the freezeout temperature (T ) should be added in order to assure averaged strangeness conversation. This quantity gives a genuine estimation for the possible strangeness enhancement with the increase in the collision energy. At the chemical freezeout conditioned to constant entropy density normalized to temperature cubed, various particle ratios calculated at T and µ b and the resultant µ s excellently agree with the statistical-thermal calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is conjectured that the produced particle yields (hadrons) in the high-energy collisions can be well characterized by different statistical-thermal approaches [1] , which -in turn -manifest various properties of the thermal and dense medium of quantum choromodynamics (QCD). At the state of chemical freezeout, the number of produced particle is assumed to be fixed, while various inelastic scatterings are assumed to cease. In constructing a statistical ensemble of the final state produced particles, different types of chemical potentials should be taken into account. Concretely, the extensive quantity µ (generic chemical potential) and the intensive quantity T (temperature) are noted to characterize the final state particle production. They are thermodynamical parameters, i.e. cannot be measured, directly [2] . Their variations with the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy ( √ s NN ) can only be deduced, phenomenologically, where the measured hadron ratios, for instance, are fitted to the statistical-thermal calculations, in which both quantities (others as well) are taken as free parameters. Accordingly, the baryon chemical potential (µ B ) and the freezeout temperature (T ) are given as functions of √ s NN [2] .
The dependence of T on µ B draws the freezeout phase diagram, which is to be characterized by various thermodynamic conditions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the present calculations, we utilize constant entropy density normalized to the freezeout temperature [7, 8] .
Other chemical potentials, such as µ S , µ Q and µ I 3 , the strangeness, the electric and the isospin chemical potential, respectively, are estimated from conservations of corresponding quantum charges. For example, at given µ B and temperature (T ), µ S can be determined under the condition of conserved strange quantum numbers in the heavy-ion collisions, as no strange quarks are present in the colliding hadrons [11] . It has been found that the chemical freezeout µ S is almost linearly depending on µ B [1, 12] . The production rates and phase-space distributions of the strange particles, which are strongly depending on µ S , are of particular importance. Thus, it is believed to reveal characteristics of the created QCD medium.
It is conjectured that the antiproton-to-proton ratio in the final state carry essential information about the production of antibaryons and baryons. The antikaon-to-kaon ratio is assumed to reflect the asymmetry between charged mesons and their antiparticles, where µ b can be eliminated, while µ s becomes dominant. The dependence of antiproton-to-proton on antikaonto-kaon was reported to play a significant role in observing antihadron-to-hadron asymmetry in central heavy-ion collisions [13] . In the present work, we introduce a systematic analysis of the energy-dependence of four antibaryon-to-baryon ratios normalized to the antikaon-to-kaon ratio measured in different experiments [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We utilize this in order to propose an alternative approach determining µ s . It is found that µ s is sensitive to T , µ b , and the corresponding antikaon-to-kaon ratios. Both types of chemical potentials, µ b and µ s , count for the quarks chemistry, i.e. the corresponding quarks degrees of freedom are taken into account.
We utilize two different approaches; the hadron resonance gas (HRG) model and the quark combination model (QCM). The earlier is a well-known statistical-thermal approach, where recent compilation of particle data group (PDG) is assumed as the hadronic degrees of freedom (dof). The latter, whose dof are valence quarks, provides a statistical alternative combining these into confined hadrons.
In QCM, the strange particles can straightforwardly be determined from the derivative of the grand-canonical partition function with respect to the corresponding chemical potential [1] .
We have introduced estimations for the effective strangeness suppression factor (λ q ) and the ratio between the net quarks from the incident nuclei to the newly produced ones (γ net ).
In calculating various particle ratios, the resulting µ s shall be utilized. A comparison between this novel approach and the one based on statistical-thermal HRG shall be presented, as well.
Having such a generic relation, we hope to solve different puzzles of the particle yields and ratios such as kaon-to-pion horn-like structure and the proton anomaly at high energies.
The present paper is organized as follows. The theoretical approaches shall be presented in section II. This is divided into different topics; the statistical-thermal approaches (section II A), the hadron resonance gas model (section II B), and the quark combination model (section II C). Section III presents the results. The dependence of antibaryon-to-baryon on antikaonto-kaon ratios shall be presented in section III A. The strangeness chemical potential shall be calculated in section III B. The utilization of our approach reproducing various particle ratios shall be outlined in section III C 1. Section III C 2 compares between various particle ratios calculated at resultant µ s and the statistical-thermal calculations, at √ s NN = 200 GeV. Section IV elaborates the final conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
As discussed in introduction, the appearance of the strangeness dof, e.g. through a biased imbalance in the net number of strange quarks, was proposed as a signature for the new-state-ofmatter, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), because of mass and energy differences taking place in the high-energy collisions, although vanishing net strangeness in the colliding system [28] . This colored quarks and gluons state, known as QGP, was discovered at RHIC [29] and confirmed at LHC energies [30] . An increasing multiplicity of strange and multi-strange particles such as K (us), Λ (uds), Ξ (uss) and Ω (sss), was precisely measured in different experiments.
It was found that the strangeness enhancement increases with increasing the averaged number of participants N part [31] . The latter increases with the system size. Furthermore, the particles type and the collision energy have a significant effect, as well [32] . The statisticalthermal models are well suited for the statistical description of the entire ensemble of produced particles, including strange and multi-strange ones.
In the present calculations, we use µ s and µ b at the quark level. The switch to their hadronic versions; µ S and µ B , respectively, is straightforward.
A. Statistical thermal approaches
At high-energies, the colliding nuclei (hadrons) are likely deconfined into QGP. Such strongly interacting system rapidly expands and cools down. At some critical temperatures, the quarks and gluons combine again forming confined hadrons. This process is known as hadronization, a phase transition from QGP to hadrons. Later on when the number of produced particles is fixed, the system is said freezes out, chemically.
Different statistical-thermal approaches can be implemented in order to characterize the state of chemical freezeout. The freezeout temperature (T ) and the baryon chemical potential (µ B ) are well-know thermodynamic parameters to be determined [33] Z(T, µ, V ) = Tr exp
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, which is given as a summation of the kinetic energies of the relativistic Fermi and Bose particles, counting dof of the confined hadrons and thus implicitly including various types of interactions, at least the ones responsible for the formation of further resonances and so on.
The number density (n = N/V ) can be deduced from the derivation of Eq. (1) with respect to chemical potential of interest
where m i , g i , B i , S i , Q i are the i-th hadron mass, degeneracy factor, and the baryon, strangeness, and electric charge quantum numbers, respectively. From Eq. (2), the ratio of anti-particle to particle can straightforwardly be calculated. It is apparent that almost all quantities cancel out with each others except the exponential functions which include chemical potentials normalized to temperature
From Eqs. (3) - (6), a general expression for anti-baryon to baryon ratios can be derived,
where ∆S stands for net number of the constituents strange quarks in the particle ratios of interest. The factor 2 stands for the net baryon quantum number. In these expressions, we assume that the antiparticle-to-particle ratios are exclusively depending on the freezeout temperature (T ) and the baryon chemical potential (µ B ). As discussed, these two parameters can be determined from the statistical fit of various particle ratios measured in different highenergy experiments with the statistical-thermal calculations such as the HRG model, which counts for hadrons dof, section II B [34, 35] :
where a, b, and c are constants; a = 0.166 ± 0.002 GeV, b = 0.139 ± 0.016 GeV −1 and c = 0.053 ± 0.021 GeV −3 .
From Eq. (8), it is obvious that µ S can be related to µ B [12] ,
The lhs, ln(ratio), is to be estimated as functions of ∆S for theΛ/Λ,Ξ/Ξ,Ω/Ω ratios at different energies [12] . We conclude that the strangeness enhancement determines which particle species can be produced and accordingly how the particle ratios depend on ∆S.
From the quark combination model (QCM), section II C, which relates the number of participant quarks (constituents of participant nucleons out of the colliding hadrons) and the net produced quarks, the kaon ratio can be calculated as functions of the strangeness suppression factors (λ q ), Eq. (20), and the ratio between the net quarks from incident nuclei and the newly produced quarks (γ net ) [36] . Accordingly, the baryon ratios shall be determined as functions of the kaon ratio. In the present work, we utilize this in order to derive the strangeness chemical potential at various energies.
B. Hadron resonance gas (HRG) model
At the chemical freezeout temperature (T ), the production of hadrons and resonances in the heavy-ion collisions is conjectured to be controlled by the fireball phase-space and different laws of conservation. The phase space of a produced particle depends on its mass, degeneracy and the available fireball energy and volume. Thus, a grand canonical ensemble can be justified for an ensemble of these produced particles. When treating the hadron resonances as a free gas [11, [37] [38] [39] [40] , the hadron resonances are assumed to add to the thermodynamic pressure, especially in the hadronic phase, i.e. below the critical temperature. It has been shown that the thermodynamics of the strongly interacting system can be approximated to an ideal gas composed of recent PDG compilation of all hadrons and resonances with mass up to 2 GeV
where
is the i−th particle dispersion relation, g i is the spin-isospin degeneracy factor and ± stands for fermions and bosons, respectively. An excellent description for lattice QCD thermodynamics and various aspects of the particle production was obtained [1] .
The number density can be approximated as, compare with Eq. (2) [35, 41] 
The influence of strange quark on the QCD phase diagram and on the chemical freezeout has been analyzed [11] . It was found that the freezeout temperature 1 decreases with the increase in the strange quark contents, for instance comparing 2 with 2 + 1 lattice QCD calculations confirms this conclusion [11] . But, on the other hand, based on recent lattice QCD simulations [44] and the STAR's beam energy scan [45] , this study shall be updated in a future work. The main difference between the particle ratios according to Eq. (2) and the ones according to Eq. (12) is stemming from the fact that in the HRG approach, Eq. (12), we sum over all available resonances and take into consideration their decays into the particle(s) of interest.
For the sake of completeness, we highlight that some colleagues believe that the HRG results strongly depend on the number of resonances that are taken into account, in particular in the strange sector [46, 47] . It was pointed out that the resonances reported by PDG might not being enough to count for the effective degrees of freedom below the critical temperature.
With missing states, one refers to hadrons, mostly heavy ones, predicted theoretically. It was proposed to include them as well [46, 47] .
From calculations (not shown here), we have found that the missing states aren't contributing considerably to the current calculations, as they are heavy resonances. We think that their inclusion might be relevant to the higher order moments. The present calculations are based on the number density.
C. Quark combination model (QCM)
Opposite to the HRG model, the quark combination model (QCM) is another approach describing the hadronization process out of the quarks dof. We limit the discussion to ratios of the averaged yields of various hadrons (baryons) as a characterized property for the hadronization process [36] 
From these expressions, we can deduce a generic expression for any antibaryon-to-baryon ratio
where γ net stands for the so-called net number of quarks, which is determined from the incident nuclei relative to the newly produced ones
and λ q is the effective strangeness suppression factor,
We propose following parametrization for λ q
Accordingly, we can reexpress γ net as
On the other hand, it was found for antikano-to-kaon ratios that [36] 
Equations (13)- (16) can be determined. Accordingly, the particle ratios shall be given in dependence on the ratio of net number of quarks. Both colliding quarks and the newly produced ones are depending on the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy. We find that QCM gives a plausible explanation for the asymmetry between antihadrons and hadrons. Forthermore, the number of quarks seems to play a crucial role.
III. RESULTS
A. Baryons-to-Kaons Ratios Figure 1 presents various antibaryon-to-baryon ratiosB/B as functions of the antikaon- [26, 27, 57] are obtained in different rapidity slices, while the SPS results [21, 50, 63] are measured at midrapidity. The ALICE particle ratios [62] are also presented. We observe an excellent agreement combining all calculations (statistical-thermal model, QCM, and HRG model) and the experimental results.
The curves are described in the other panels.
B. Strangeness chemical potential obtained
The present work introduces a systematic study for the dependence of the antibaryon-tobaryon ratios (R B ) on the antikaon-to-kaon ratios (R K ) and therefore proposes a direct evaluation of the strangeness chemical potential for quarks (µ s ) in a wide range of collision energies.
In the statistical-thermal models, it was found that the bulk freezeout parameters; the temperature (T ) and the baryon chemical potential of hadrons (µ B ), vary with the number of the strange quarks forming the particle species [11, 42, 43] . Thus, µ s and µ b are proposed to count for the hadron constituents.
In Fig. 1 ,p/p,Λ/Λ,Ξ/Ξ, andΩ/Ω are depicted in dependence on K + /K − , at various √ s N N or µ B as expressed in Eqs. (28) and (29) . The QCM calculations (solid circles), section II C, agree well with the experimental results (symbols). The latter are fitted for µ s
R Ω R K : µ s = (0.2437 ± 0.0028) µ b − (0.0028 ± 0.0018).
The factors of the first terms can be approximately averaged to 0.1991 ± 0.01. A generic expression for the dependence of µ s on µ b can be proposed
where the functionality O(T (µ b )) -in turn -depends on √ s NN , as well. The ability of the parametrization to reproduce various particle ratios, for instance, was shown in Fig. 1 . 
In this respect, we recall the baryon chemical potential of hadrons can be related to √ s NN [1, 35, 64] . In GeV units,
Left-hand panel (a) of Eq. (29) is depicted by the dashed curve [35] . So far, we conclude that both parameterizations, Eqs. (28) and (29) that an averaged strangeness conservation is assured. The resultant µ S besides T and µ B shall be used in determining various thermodynamic quantities, including particle ratios. Both T and µ B and accordingly µ S are the free parameters which assure a best agreement (fit) between the calculated particle ratios and the measured ones. Accordingly, µ S could be related to µ B , see for instance [40] . 
where a 1 = 0.3998 ± 0.006 GeV −1 , b 1 = 0.856 ± 0.043, and c 1 = 3.278 ± 0.07 GeV −1 and T (µ B )
in GeV units was expressed in Eq. (9).
C. Implications
Energy dependence of various particle ratios
In this section, we want to examine the ability of the proposed µ s , Eq. (30), to reproduce different particle ratios. This includes
and Ω/π − . Both T and µ B are fixed at varying √ s NN , Eq. (9) and Eq. (29), respectively, while µ s should be determined either from [40] or the present work. We examine three approaches.
For the sake of completeness, we highlight that c are determined at the state of chemical freezeout, which is conditioned to s/T 3 = 7, where s is the entropy density [3, 7, 8] . The entropy density can be directly derived from Eq. (11), for instance. This condition excellently described both freezeout parameters T and µ B as determined from the statistical fits of different particle ratios measured at various collision energies. should be determined in order to assure strangeness conservation.
We notice that both curves excellently agree with each other. In other words, the proposed phenomenological approach, Eq. (30), is well approved, at least, that it excellently reproduces the well-known results of the statistical-thermal approaches.
We also draw results based on constant µ s = 0.1991µ b (dotted curve). We observe that 50% of the particle ratios are well reproduced, while this entirely fails in the remaining 50%. This illustrates the importance of O, Fig. 2(b) , which becomes significant at large µ b or low √ s NN .
At high √ s NN , O(T (µ b )) becomes negligibly small, i.e. µ s = 0.1991µ b seems to work well in this limit. This might shed lights on the strangeness production at varying collision energies. parameters. The goodness of both fits is measured by corresponding χ 2 /dof.
RHIC particle yields and ratios
The next check to be made out in assuring best parameterization of O(T (µ b )) is a direct comparison between the present calculations, where µ s is partly phenomenologically fixed to µ b from statistical-thermal calculations [1, 40] . (27), is efficient in reproducing the particle yields and ratios. We simply compare between results performed at µ s that is based on the present approach, Eq. (30), and results based on the other procedure, which is widely utilized in the statistical thermal models [1, 40] . We notice that both approaches excellently agree with each other. Top panels illustrate that they almost equivalently fit the particle yields, at From bottom panels, we conclude that both approaches lead to almost identical fits of the particle ratios. Details about the resulting fit parameters are outlined in the top left corners. Figure 4 implies that the resultant µ s , which is partly phenomenologically fixed to µ b agrees well with µ s (or equivalently µ S ) that was statistically determined in statistical-thermal models [1, 40] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The possible asymmetry between charged mesons and antimesons can be phenomenologically highlighted, through studying the energy-dependence of the antikaon-to-kaon ratios, in which µ b is apparently eliminated, while strangeness sector µ s becomes dominant. On the other hand, the energy-dependence of the ratio of antiproton-to-proton to antikaon-to-kaon is assumed to reveal fruitful information about the production of antibaryons and baryons, as the (anti)protons are dominant baryons. Furthermore, it is assumed that the dependence of the ratio of antiproton-to-proton ratio to antikaon-to-kaon entirely manifests the characteristics of the antihadron-to-hadron asymmetry observed in heavy-ion collisions. The present work presents an ambiguous analysis of four antibaryon-to-baryon ratios in dependence on the antikaon-tokaon ratio measured in a wide range of collision energies. Hence, a genuine estimation for µ s , which is found sensitive to both freezeout parameters, temperature (T ) and baryon chemical
The main results can be summarized as follows. ∼ 20% of the baryon chemical potential (µ b ) is to be assigned to the strangeness chemical potential (µ s ). This parameterization assures strangeness conservation, especially at high collision energies. At lower collision energies, an additional functionality depending on the freezeout parameters should be added. As a direct implication, we found that the resultant µ s reproduces well various particle yields and ratios.
Also when comparing results based on this parameterization, with corresponding results based on the statistical-thermal approaches, an excellent agreement is obtained.
One of the major questions to be answered is which significant role plays the proposed additional functionality, which as mentioned depends on the freezeout parameters, T and µ b , in characterizing the possible strangeness enhancement with increasing energies, as recently reported by the ALICE collaboration in pp collisions [65] . This phenomenon was first featured in the AGS and SPS results [28] and from quite uncommon statistical mechanics features [66] .
It was believed that the strangeness enhancement is likely pronounced in heavy-ion collisions, especially at low energies. The recent ALICE finding is therefore clear cut. Although the functionality that should be added to fifth of µ b vanishes at very high energies (very small µ b ), it linearly increases with the increase in the collision energy. On the other, at lower energies, (large µ b ), there is a rapid characteristic increases, so that the functionality largely exceeds the first term, ∼ 0.2µ b .
The energy-dependence of the functionality parameterizing µ s (µ b ) and simultaneously assur-ing strangeness conservation, qualitatively looks very similar to the energy-dependence of the freezeout temperature [1] . The only different is that one of both quantities should be flipped, horizontally. Opposite to the resulting functionality, the freezeout temperature reaches maximum, as low µ b . Also, we noticed that it slightly decreases with the increase in µ b . At very high µ b , there is a rapid decrease. At high µ b , we realize from Eq. (30) that the functionality, which is given in the second term in rhs, is proportional to T (µ B ). In dedicating the given energy-dependence of the entire term, the denominator plays an important role. It is obvious that this is the case as long as µ To summarize, we found that the proposed funtionality suggests strangeness enhancement with the increase in the collision energy. This might be capable to model the observed enhanced production of multi-strange hadrons [65] . Furthermore, the proposed funtionality might replace the ad hoc assumption of statistical, e.g. canonical suppression, and/or dynamical, e.g. nonunity quark occupancy parameter, variation of the strange quarks forming hadrons. What is proposed here is the actual strangeness enhancement. A future work shall be devoted to studying whether one can distinguish between this and the canonical (dynamical) suppression due to QGP formation. For example, one would think of an answer to the question whether is any enhancement left over when one subtracts the rather mundane effect of canonical suppression?
